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About This Game

Genre: visual novel, otome, ADV, detective, romance, costume drama, fantasy, school

Length: 3-4 hours

Someone is killing half-bloods (half-elves, half-humans) in a small city. The police believe that it's nothing more than a regular
maniac obsessed with racial purity. But detective Blackwood and magician Silverlight have their own opinion about this case.

They think that the killer is a necromancer going after the souls of half-bloods, who wants to use them for some horrible ritual.
The protagonist, a young half-blood girl called Mia Silverlight, falls into a whirlpool of events. Will she be able to avoid getting

caught by the killer, find true love, and discover the secret her uncle is hiding?

Features:

Three characters to build a relationship with: dark elf (detective), light elf (classmate) and human (childhood friend).

12 endings including one where the heroine dies, as well as plenty of colorful CG art.

The completion of any ending (excluding the lethal ones) unlocks the "Killer's diary" bonus allowing to see the novel
from the antagonist's point of view, as well as understand his motives and feelings.
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This is a very nice HO game and the puzzles aren't overly difficult, like in some HO games I've played, but still challenging..
The game itself is very broken. For some reason, the spacebar takes a screenshot. and it usually crashes on newer systems. Its a
very bad steam port. Play the original if you want to have a good time with this game.. It's a bit expensive, but it's already saved
me hours of time, so I can't complain. Oh my.... this game is so sexy and funny. Please i wan't more and more of this kind of
game. A little bit longer
gameplay would be perfect :). This software was simply detect and update all your software, keep updated . RECOMMENDED
!. I felt like i was becoming claustrophobic with some mild catatonia while trying to play this game. super confusing, nothing
really teaches you anything..... and you have to read print that is so small.... that it feels rushed.

couldnt figure the game out at all.

. Z-Exemplar is a oldschool with new tech horizontal shumup, that is a facinating game with oldschool graphics, so lets start, ui
is amazing, controls feels natural as living, main menu? the best, loading screens that take a split second are also incredible,
probably a r-type game in gameplay perspective, there is a progressive system, I'm not the biggest fan of that, but its just so
great finishing a map and adding a conquest flag in a new planet, there is something satisfying about hearing the awesome z-
exemplar win sound gfx that is just perfect, I have no clue why I like all that much oldschool games mixed wiith new
technology, but if you are looking for that, this is a absolutely must have, it also includes the option to disable oldschool special
effects if you are looking for that, but for me, it seems its a better experience playing with the oldschool mode activated.

+hard
+awesome soundtrack
+amazing controls
+outstanding pixel art graphics
+great main menu

10\/10. I wasn't expecting much, but this would be terrible even if it were a $1 mobile game.. game wants to be twisted metal 4
the graphics are old and it is too hard to move around. This title is amazing. Absoutley worth the price and the gold standard of
VR experiences.

If you played the orginal I'd still recommend buying this product. It is much more detailed with textures especially the moon
which now shows uneven ground and the character animations which go a long way to making them more life like. It is still
bascially the same experience but with more graphical detail which I felt added a lot.

For the Devs the only thing I would like to see different is for the Atlas lift off to have no music and blast the archive sounds of
the launch at a very high volume. That would add a lot of immersion.

If you have any interest in the lunar or space programs this is a must. It takes a fair bit to get get tears in my eyes but I sure had
them. An outstanding use of VR as a medium.
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This soundtrack is a great example of the incredible talent put into the soundtracks in the Monster Hunter series. Not only is the
dramatic music enough to always get your blood pumping, but for the hunter who has actually played the game, each song
carries with it emotions and memories of great hunts with friends or strangers that regardless share with you the bond of being a
monster hunter. Anyone who's invested a lot of time into Monster Hunter: World ought to get this soundtrack, and relive all
their greatest hunting moments just from the music alone. The only drawback is that this soundtrack has not been updated
to include the new tracks added to the main game through content updates. It is missing music for Deviljho, Kulve
Taroth, Lunastra, Behemoth, and Arch-Tempered Kulve Taroth. . Very funny game. Today it resembles the Saint Row:
The Third on the old days.. Game Information

Mystery Case Files: Escape from Ravenhearst is an Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game that was developed and
published by Big Fish Games Studio.

The eighth chapter of the game's series. Previous installments as follows: "Huntsville;" "Prime Suspects;" "Ravenhearst;"
"Madame Fate;" "Return to Ravenhearst;" "Dire Grove" and 13th Skull."

"Escape from Ravenhearst" is the third chapter of the "Ravenhearst" saga. Previous installments as follows:
"Ravenhearst" and "Return to Ravenhearst."

Big Fish Games Studio was the original developer for the "Mystery Case Files" game series. They had developed the
following "Mystery Case Files" games: "Huntsville;" "Prime Suspects;" "Ravenhearst;" "Madame Fate;" "Return to
Ravenhearst;" "Dire Grove;" "13th Skull;" "Escape from Ravenhearst;" "Shadow Lake;"

Elephant Games was second developer for the "Mystery Case Files" game series. They had developed the following "Mystery
Case Files" games: "Fates Carnival" and "Dire Grove; Sacred Grove."

Eipix Entertainment is the current developer for the "Mystery Case Files" game series. They had developed the following
"Mystery Case Files" games: "Key to Ravenhearst;" "Ravenhearst Unlocked;" "The Broken Hour;" "The Black Veil" and
"The Revenants Hunt."

Please do note that some of the "Mystery Case Files" games are not available on Steam as of yet.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned the visual in the game is well done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The
audio can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There are two different difficulty game modes to choose from: Casual and Master Detective.

The notebook keeps tracks of progression in the game. Such as story events and clues.

There is no map available in the game. Plenty of backtracking from location to location.

There is no padlock feature that is available to lock the inventory panel in place. The inventory panel does slides up when it
being moused over.

The hidden object scenes consists of the following: Morphing objects (beyond items.)

The puzzles are fairly easy to solve without having the need to skip any of them.
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Miscellaneous

There are seven different trading cards to collect. The game only drop four of those trading cards. There are several ways to
get the rest of the trading cards: Purchased from the Steam's Community Market; Trade with friends; Booster Packs and its'
Booster Pack Creator.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would
recommend this game, but not at the game's full price value.. Well I'm about 5 years too late with this review. But I was just
thinking about this game randomly and decided to come give it a look. Definitely a fun game for those of you into this
genre, and the modding community for it is pretty good too. Lots of replay value!. I bought this game on a whim after seeing
the new map on Reddit. I am very happy I did, it has some of the most satisfying movement and gravity I've experienced in
VR. It's real floaty so when you hit something at speed you launch into the air, and when on the ground you're moving quite
fast.

There aren't a whole lot of people playing and the matches are P2P, so if you connect with someone far away there will be
lag. That said, the bots are actually pretty fun to play against (they're pretty brutal on hard mode).

The developer is very active in Discord and in-game and seems to be pretty cool about suggestions as well as fixing bugs and
issues. I'm pretty excited to see where this game goes and I'm glad I bought it.. This game is too buggy. When my 4 year old
miss clicked the sprites a few times, they stopped responding to clicks altogether.. An okay first try at a VN.
Despite listed as having full english audio on its store page,
there are no voices for any characters.

The creators are either lacking a spellchecker
or knowledge of english in general, as there
are several mispelled words(ie ecourage vs encourage).

Sometimes when game starts, there is no audio at all.
Though it seems to be a 1st try, I'm giving it 1/5.
This is not worth the $15 I spent, feels like it's worth $8 max.

Not recommended
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